
The Gods of the Sea

Japan is often imagined as a nation with a long history of whaling. In this
innovative new study, FynnHolm argues that for centuries some regions
in early modern Japan did not engage in whaling. In fact, they were
actively opposed to it, even resorting to violence when whales were
killed. Resistance against whaling was widespread especially in the
Northeast among the Japanese fishermen who worshiped whales as the
incarnation of Ebisu, the god of the sea. Holm argues that human
interactions with whales were much more diverse than the basic
hunter–prey relationship, as cetaceans played a pivotal role in proto-
industrial fisheries. The advent of industrial whaling in the early twenti-
eth century, however, destroyed this centuries-long equilibrium
between humans and whales. In its place, communities in northeast
Japan invented a new whaling tradition, which has almost completely
eclipsed older forms of human–whale interactions. This title is also
available as Open Access.

Fynn Holm is a junior professor for Japanese Studies at University of
Tübingen.
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Across the world, historians have taken an oceanic turn. New maritime histories
offer fresh approaches to the study of global regions, and to long-distance and
long-term connections. Cambridge Oceanic Histories includes studies across
whole oceans (the Pacific, the Indian, the Atlantic) and particular seas (among
them, the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, the North Sea, the Black Sea). The
series is global in geography, ecumenical in historical method, and wide in
temporal coverage, intended as a key repository for the most innovative
transnational and world histories over the longue durée. It brings maritime
history into productive conversation with other strands of historical research,
including environmental history, legal history, intellectual history, labour
history, cultural history, economic history and the history of science and
technology. The editors invite studies that analyse the human and natural
history of the world’s oceans and seas from anywhere on the globe and from any
and all historical periods.
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